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Abstract: In an era driven by transformative technologies like 5G and the Internet of things (IoT), the Global position system 

vulnerability)-based navigation systems to spoofing attacks has become a paramount concern. Various techniques have been proposed to 

enable detections .This paper explains about anti –spoofing algorithms such as adaptive Kalman filter for dynamic positions and in GPS 

navigation, situations may arise where GPS receivers lack a clear line of sight to enough satellites ,such as when they are inside buildings 

.tunnels ,or aircraft with limited sky view .To tackle this challenge ,there is a techniques for initializing GPS receivers’ to rapidly and 

effectively track signals once they are  regain access to  a clear sky vie .Furthermore ,in the context of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) 

vulnerable to deliberate interference like spoofing attacks ,we present a comprehensive solution for GPS Spoofing detection and 

mitigation. This approach involves distributed radar ground stations equipped with local trackers .connected to fusion node   
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1. Introduction 

In today's technologically driven world with technologies 

like 5G and IOT , Global Positioning System (GPS)-based 

navigation has become an integral part of our daily lives, 

providing us with essential information about our position, 

velocity, and time (PVT). However, the widespread use of 

GPS systems, especially in critical applications such as 

unmanned [1] aerial vehicles (UAVs), has exposed them to 

vulnerabilities, most notably spoofing attacks 

Spoofing attacks involve the manipulation of GPS signals, 

giving a significant threat to the security of GPS-based 

systems. [8]There are mainly on three type of problems on 

which this review paper has addressed 

This paper explores various techniques and strategies to 

combat spoofing attacks and enhance the robustness of 

GPS navigation.[2]GPS receivers, which rely on signals 

from multiple satellites to determine precise locations, can 

face challenges when operating in environments with 

limited sky view, such as within buildings, tunnels, or 

high-speed aircraft. To address these challenges, 

researchers have developed innovative methods, like GPS 

repeaters and GPS spoofers. But again it was misused as 

GPS fake signal generation. To address this issue we 

introduced concept of AGC Additionally, the paper 

delves into the critical issue of detecting and mitigating 

GPS spoofing attacks, especially in the context of UAVs. 

[4-18-21]The proposed approach involves the integration of 

distributed radar ground stations equipped with local 

trackers, creating a robust network to monitor and protect 

UAVs. By leveraging advanced tracking algorithms, like 

the extended Kalman filter framework [22]and global 

nearest neighbour association tracker frameworks, the 

system can estimate UAV positions and kinematics, 

detect spoofing attacks, and respond effectively. 

GPS systems are vulnerable to spoofing attacks due to the 

weak signal strength of GPS receivers Spoofing attacks 

can be challenging to detect, especially in high dynamic 

positioning scenarios where GPS receivers are in rapid 

motion like UAVs,self drive cars and while moving in 

aircrafts. This paper proposes an anti-spoofing algorithm 

based on an adaptive Kalman filter to address the issue. 

1.1. Techniques to Combat The GNSS/GPS Spoofing  

   In Early Days of Use 

 Code and Anti-Spoofing,[10-15] GPS receiver 

suddenly reports a significant Unrealistic change in 

position or time estimate, it may indicate a spoofing 

attack. For instance, if a vehicle's GPS receiver suddenly 

shows it teleporting across a large distance RAIM can be 

used to identify situations where signals from multiple 

GPS satellites do not align properly, indicating a potential 

spoofing attack.(RAIM)instantly, it's likely a sign of 

spoofing. RAIM can be used to identify situations where 

signals from multiple GPS satellites do not align 

properly, indicating a potential spoofing attack.(RAIM). 

Adding inertial sensors (like accelerometers) to a GPS 

receiver can help cross- compare reported movement 

with GPS data.( GPS receiver with inertial sensors 

reports significant movement while the GPS signals 

indicate no movement, it may raise suspicion of a 

spoofing attempt. These methods involve monitoring the 

correlation peaks in GPS signals and looking for 
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anomalies that might indicate the presence of spoofing 

signals 

1.2. Algorithms Provided For Different Types Of 

Spoofing  

When GPS receivers do not have direct access to sky view. 

In GPS navigation, GPS receivers typically need to receive 

signals from multiple GPS satellites in order to accurately 

determine their location. However, in certain situations, 

such as when the GPS receiver is inside a building, a 

tunnel, or an aircraft with limited sky view, it may not have 

a clear line of sight to enough GPS satellites to perform 

accurate positioning.[9-17-19] The technique mentioned is 

designed to address this situation. It involves initializing 

the GPS receiver in a way that allows it to quickly and 

effectively start tracking GPS signals once it gains access to 

a clear view of the sky. Here's breakdown of what it means: 

GPS Receiver Initialization: When the GPS receiver is 

initially powered on or activated, it goes through an 

initialization process. During this phase, the receiver 

attempts to acquire signals from GPS satellites and 

calculate its position 

To resolve above issue we go for AGC. A G C stands for 

Automatic Gain Control. It's a critical component in 

GNSS/GPS receivers that helps optimize the gain of the 

front end to match the input range of the analog-to-digital 

converter (ADC).  

 

 
 

Fig1. Schematic Diagram Of An AGC Used in the Analog  

Telephone network. 

 

AGC is essential for adapting the receiver to varying gain 

levels, such as those provided by different active antenna 

designs and early-stage front-end components. AGC 

adjusts the gain in the receiver's front end to achieve a 

specific distribution of incoming signal sample AGC for 

multibit ADC. [12-13]This distribution aims to minimize 

Multi-bit ADCs are commonly used in GPS receivers. 

AGC adjusts the gain to minimize quantization losses 

when converting analog signals to digital.AGC 

continuously monitors the distribution of samples and raises 

or decreases the gain if the distribution deviates from the 

expected Gaussian distribution 

Sensitivity Of AGC Mechanism: Different GPS receivers 

may have varying levels of sensitivity within their AGC 

circuitry. A more sensitive AGC mechanism is desirable for 

better detection of Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) or 

spoofing signals An experiment was conducted . 

 

Fig.2. AGC Distribution for 4 optimal 

to assess the ability of the AGC measurement to detect 

the presence of a spoofing signal generated by a GPS 

repeater. This experiment was conducted with appropriate 

permissions at a test range with the support of the 

Swedish Defence Research Agency (FOI) 

 

Fig 3.GPS /GNSS Spoofing Spoofing Scheme 

Techniques for addressing the spoofing problem in 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV)s. In following we can 

be solved 

Deployment of Radar Ground Stations: Establish a 

network of radar ground stations equipped with local 

trackers in the operational area where UAVs are deployed.  

 

Fig 3.GPS /GNSS Spoofing Spoofing Scheme 

 

Fig 4. AGC Detection of Live Repeater Spoofing 

Data Collection and Fusion:UAVs continuously estimate 

their position and velocity using extended Kalman filters 
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and share this primary data with a central fusion node. 

Additionally, the UAVs estimate their time-varying 

kinematics and transmit this secondary data to the fusion 

node.  

Track-to-Track Association: Implement a track-to-track 

association algorithm that compares the primary and 

secondary data to detect discrepancies or inconsistencies 

that may indicate a spoofing           attack 

Spoofing Detection: Use the track-to-track association 

results to detect spoofing attacks when inconsistencies are 

detected 

Correlation-Free Fusion.If a spoofing attack is detected, 

apply a correlation-free fusion technique to combine the 

primary and secondary data, providing a more accurate 

estimate of the UAV's true state. 

Spoofing Mitigation.Utilize the fused state obtained from 

the correlation-free fusion as a control input to the UAVs 

to counteract the effects of the spoofing attack and ensure 

safe navigation. 

 

Fig 5. Decision rule for Detecting the GPS Spoofing 

2. Adaptive Kalaman Filter For High Dynamic 

Positioning 

In High-Dynamic GPS navigation scenarios, observations 

during filtering can experience significant jumps, 

especially in the presence of spoofing interference. 

These abrupt changes can lead to filtering process 

disruptions and even divergence, making it difficult to 

obtain accurate navigation results. An anti-spoofing 

algorithm based on an adaptive Kalman filter to address 

the issue. It leverages the orthogonality of innovation in 

Kalman filtering, which essentially means that the 

innovation (the difference between predicted and 

measured values) should be uncorrelated. Orthogonality 

in mathematics and signal processing means that two 

things are perpendicular or uncorrelated to each other. In 

this context, it means that the innovation at one time step 

should ideally be uncorrelated with the innovation at other 

time steps. Orthogonality means the error in one 

prediction should not be systematically related to the error 

in the next prediction.                  

 (1) 

    (2)

                                                                                                                     

(3) 

                                                                                              

(4) 

This is the M-estimation, ψ( ) is the derivative function  

of f( ) for the unknown vector 

Make D(ei) = ψ(ei) /ei 

Then the above equation becomes the weighted matrix of 

M-estimation is proposed 

Threshold Detection: The algorithm starts by using a 

threshold determination technique to identify whether 

spoofing jamming is occurring during the GPS 

positioning process. 

The Extended Kalman Filter Combined with M-

estimation: If spoofing jamming is detected, the 

algorithm modifies the gain coefficient using M-

estimation in statistics. This modification aims to 

counteract the effects of spoofing and improve the  

accuracy of the filter's estimate. In the GPS anti-spoofing 

system, spoofing interference will have a great impact on 

the observed values in the Kalman filter process. These 

effects will be superimposed on the state estimation by the 

multiple of the Kalman gain K, resulting in a large 

deviation. Therefore, improved M-estimation theory is 

used to correct the gain coefficient in the Kalman 

filtering process by using the weighted estimation matrix 

of the innovation, so as to achieve the purpose of resisting 

spoofing jamming. According to GPS positioning 

calculation model, it can be seen that the observation 

equation of receiver positioning calculation system model 

is. The nonlinear function of the observation equation is 

expanded by Taylor series and the first order 

approximation is used to obtain the linear zed observation 

equation   Among them, sk is the amount of error caused 

by  

spoofing interference. H is the Jacobean matrix of vector 

function h[ ], also known as observation matrix. Thus for 

the linear zed observation equation, the residual function 

f( ) can be written as where f( ) is a properly selected 

scalar function, n represents the observed vector 

dimension, Zki represents the number i element in the 

observation vector at time k, hi represents the number i 

row of the observation matrix. Therefore, the residuals 

are derived and make it equal to zero, to minimize the 

residual 

 

            (5) 
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Error Variance Reduction: The algorithm also works on 

reducing the error variance to ensure that the Kalman filter's 

estimate is as close as possible to the true state of the 

system. This step contributes to filtering accuracy 

A fading factor is introduced to reduce the reliance on 

previous state information and to emphasize current 

measurement information. 

This approach enhances the convergence of the filter and 

improves stability, particularly in high dynamic scenarios. 

fading factor to restrict the memory length of Kalman 

filter, thus the application efficiency of historical status 

information is reduced, so as to achieve the purpose of 

reusing the current measurement information where λk is 

called fading factor, or forgotten factor 

3. Conclusion 

In the rapidly evolving technological landscape driven 

by innovations like 5G and the Internet of Things (IoT), 

the integrity and reliability of Global Positioning 

System (GPS)- based navigation systems are 

paramount.  These systems are integral to numerous 

This analyzed  paper has provided insights into several 

challenges and anti-spoofing algorithms for GNSS 

receivers applications, including unmanned aerial 

vehicles (UAVs), and are susceptible to spoofing attacks 

that can compromise their accuracy and security 

Challenges Addressed: Limited Sky View: The paper has 

addressed situations where GPS receivers lack a clear line 

of sight to enough satellites due to obstacles like buildings, 

tunnels, or aircraft with limited sky view 

UAV Vulnerability: The paper emphasizes the 

vulnerability of UAVs to deliberate interference through 

spoofing attacks, which can have serious consequences 

 

Techniques and Solutions: GPS Receiver Initialization: A 

technique is introduced to efficiently initialize GPS 

receivers to rapidly track signals when they regain a clear 

sky view, especially in obstructed environments Automatic 

Gain Control (AGC): AGC is highlighted as a crucial 

component in GPS receivers to optimize signal reception, 

adapt to varying gain levels, and detect spoofing signals 

 

Track-to-Track Association: In the context of UAVs, the 

paper proposes a comprehensive solution involving 

distributed radar ground stations with local trackers. 

Track-to-track association is a key component to link and 

monitor UAV tracks, detect spoofing attacks, and apply 

countermeasures .Adaptive Kalman Filter: For high-

dynamic GPS navigation, the paper suggests an adaptive 

Kalman filter-based anti-spoofing algorithm that 

addresses abrupt changes caused by spoofing interference 

The algorithm incorporates threshold detection, M- 

estimation, error variance reduction, and a fading factor to 

enhance filtering accuracy and stability 

What still remains a requirement of further investigation in 

the research area: While various detection methods exist, 

there is no single, readily available methodology that is 

applicable to all GPS receivers. The choice of detection 

method depends on factors like receiver type, computational 

complexity, and infrastructure requirements. In conclusion, 

the review paper emphasizes the evolving challenges posed 

by spoofing attacks on GNSS receivers and provides 

valuable insights into various techniques and solutions to 

address these challenges. These efforts are crucial to ensure 

the continued reliability and security of GPS-based 

navigation systems in our technologically advanced world. 

As technology evolves, ongoing research and development 

in anti- spoofing algorithms will be essential to stay ahead 

of emerging threats and protect critical application.  
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